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weather
Mostly cloudy today with
a chance of rain. High in
the mid 50s. Increasing
cloudiness tonight. Low
near 50.
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Men call the "shots' in traditional women's work
by Jan Oberhouse
reporter

The patient calls for her nurse,
expecting to see a woman in a traditional white dress and cap. But she
may not get what she expected. Her
nurse may be dressed in slacks, and
may have a mustache.
Approximately two percent of all
practicing nurses are male, and the
number is steadily increasing.
"The historical role of nurses being
the handmaids of physicians is changing," Blanton Fortson, a registered
nurse in the intensive care unit at
Wood County Hospital and part-time
nurse at Wood County Jail, said. "You
don't run into the stereotyped nursephysician relationships as much anymore."
Fortson said he became interested
in nursing while he was in the Coast
Guard. He attended the Navy Hospital Corps School and later went to
nursing school.
Joe Szczerbiak, an R.N. for 10
years, is charge nurse in the intensive
care unit at Riverside Hospital, To-

ledo. Szczerbiak first attended a
school of pharmacy, then a business
school. He then became employed as
an orderly at St. Charles Hospital,
Toledo. Szczerbiak was encouraged
by his co-workers to get nurse's training because he worked so well with
people.
"I DECIDED it was either nurse's
training or the Vietnam War," he
said. "The same day I received my
draft notice, I got my letter of acceptance for school."
Kurt Sanders was planning on going
into pre-med, but the curriculum was
more difficult than he expected. He
became an orderly at Wood County
Hospital, then decided to go to nursing
school after being encouraged by the
nursing staff and his wife, an L.P.N.
(licensed practical nurse). Sanders,
an R.N., has now worked in the intensive care unit at Wood County Hospital for two years.
As a junior in high school, Chris
Wulff worked as a nurse's aide at a
hospital. "When I was an aide, there
were a lot of situations where I

couldn't do a lot of things I wanted to
do to help," he said. "So I decided to
take nurse's training."
Wulff, an L.P.N. for four years, also
works at Wood County Hospital in the
intensive care unit.
All of these male nurses get very
few negative reactions from people
about their occupations.
"I GOT a few weird looks from my
family at first," Szczerbiak said.
"But now they are just happy that I
didn't go into business."
Wulff said, "It's funny, people will
laugh and find it hard to believe. I
dotrt exactly look like what they think
a nurse should look like," the big
redheaded and bearded Harley Davidson rider said.
The nurses also said they are
treated equally at work, though they
are a definite minority. Fortson, who
has worked in both a male-dominated
setting in the Coast Guard, and in
Erimarily female environments at
ospitals, said he sees no discrimination on a sexual basis.
"Sometimes when someone calls
for a nurse and I go, they'll look at me
and say, 'I wanted a nurse,' Szczerbiak said. "I'll just tell them I'm a
nurse and they accept it."
The nurses found some advantages
in being a nurse and being male.
Fortson said there are a few more
positions available, such as his job at
the Wood County Jail where they were
specifically looking for a male.
SANDERS AND Szczerbiak both
said that their sex can be an advantage when dealing with physicians.
Doctors tend to talk to you more on
a one-to-one basis," Szczerbizk said.

"There are some who just won't talk
to women."
But Sanders also said that it can be
a drawback, because some physicians
are more friendly to female nurses.
Szczerbiak sees a definite need for
more male nurses due to the increased use of computers and other
highly technical machinery. He has
found that men often have more
knowledge when repairing mechanical equipment. He also said more
males are necessary to do the heavy
work involved with nursing.
Sanders said the presence of men
often helps open up communication.
"Nursing in the past was a femaledominated position," he said. "The
females sometimes went along with
what people said. The men tend to be
more demanding and less dominated.
This may help wages and working
conditions."
WULFF SAID, "I think male nurses
have a kind of stabilizing effect in a
lot of situations. It's a lot easier for a
man to handle belligerent patients,
who can really create havoc with
some women. I think it would help to
have more male nurses at Wood
County Hospital, because we're all
based in one central area (intensive
care). It would be nice to have at least
one male nurse on each floor during
each shift."
Sanders said that many male
nurses work in intensive care.
"Maybe they work there because they
think there's more excitement, or a
higher stress level," he said.
According to the nurses, it is an
exception for patients to feel uncomfortable with a male nurses, though
Fortson said it was probably more
common 15 or 20 years ago.

Ohio Senate, House
pass anti-hazing bill
by Marcla Sloan
copy editor

A bill designed to crack down on
college hazing incidents was passed
overwhelmingly by a 67-15 vote
Wednesday by the Ohio House of
Representatives.
The bill, H.R.444, was approved by
the Ohio Senate last week and will be
sent to Gov. James Rhodes next week.
The measure makes hazing a fourth
degree misdemeanor with a maximum sentence of 30 days in jail and a
$250 fine. It also gives the person
subjected to hazing the opportunity to
file a civil suit for injuries or damages
caused by the incident.
Sponsored by Rep. David Hartley.
D-Springfield, the bill is a result of
hazing incidents which occurred on
college campuses in the state last
year.
Examples of hazing that were cited
include a hide-and-go-seek game at
Capitol University in which a student
fell off a cliff and suffered brain
concussions, and an Ohio Northern
University student who spent 29 days
in intensive care due to an extreme
calisthenic workout required for acceptance into a social club.

3G News photo/Liz Kelly
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Cathy Pratt, a teaching fellow in the
School of Journalism, spends the
twilight hours of her day in her office,
located in University Hall.

Aid available for spring
by Janet Pavaako
staff reporter

For the first time in recent years,
the financial aid office at the University is assisting students for the
spring semester.
"Nearly 370 students will receive
$300 grants for the spring semester,"
Beryl Smith, director of Student Financial Aid, said.
In September of this year, Congress
passed the Supplemental Appropriations bill by which Bowling Green
received an additional $110,256. Legislation also increased federal funding
for the Pell Grant program.
"This will result in an increase of up
to $126 for approximately 2,000 students," Smith said. "This adjustment
is being credited to students' accounts
in the bursar's office."
Veterans who were previously denied grants may now also be eligible
for a grant.
STILL AVAILABLE for the 19821963 academic year are Federal Pell
Grants. "Eligibility for these grants

is based on family size, family income, and the number of students
attending college in a family," Smith
said. "Students coming from a family
with a yearly income of under $26,000
may be eligible."
The deadline to apply for a Pell
grant is March 15.
Limited to Ohio residents only, the
Ohio Instructional Grant Program is
offering grants for the spring semester.
"The loan does not need to be paid
back, and is based soley on financial
need," Smith said. "Students coming
from families with an annual income
under $20,000 are eligible."
Applications, which can be picked
up at the Office of Financial Aid, are
due in Columbus by Nov. 26, he added.
Federal funding to the University
was larger than anticipated this year.
"As a result, about 250 students will
receive a National Direct Student
Loan for the upcoming spring semester, up to $500 can be borrowed, and
must be paid back after a student
graduates," Smith said.

"WE'VE TAKEN THIS measure because we want this issue treated before someone gets killed," a
spokesperson from Hartley's office
said.
Hazing, according to the bill, is
defined as "doing any act or coercing
anyone, including the victim, during
any act of initiation into any student
or other organization, which creates
any mental or physical harm to a
person."
The University's Director of Greek
Life, Wayne Colvin, said he is pleased
the bill was passed.
"If an advisor to a group realizes
that they can be put in jail for 30 days
for this, maybe they'll begin to counsel their organization to cut out the
hazing activity," he said. "Another
good thing is that now the city police
can arrest them (hazing offenders)
instead of having to refer them to
Standards and Procedures."
Colvin said he does not think the bill
will affect fraternity or sorority initiation at the University.
"I would say there is a iot more
hazing that goes on in non-greek organizations than with greeks," he said.
"I don't think it will make a major
difference."

"They are few and far between,".
Szczerbiak said. "Most are little ladies around 70 or 75 years old, who
just aren't used to male nurses."
"I VERY rarely get a remark from
a female patient, not to put her on the
bedpan or something like that," Sanders said. "I've only once heard it from
a male patient that nursing is a female occupation."
All the nurses said they were satisfied with their career choices.
"Nursing is a helping profession,"
Fortson said. "You take care of things
that can't take care of themselves. In
lots of areas of business, you don't feel
you are directly helping people."
Fortson said another advantage of
nursing is that the employment is so
flexible due to the high demand for
nurses, both male and female.
Szczerbiak did not expect the technology involved in nursing to progress
as rapidly as it has.
"I did expect a movement toward
computers, but what I was trained for
in 1971 is like Florence Nightingale's
nursing, it's so outdated," he said.
"EACH YEAR I enjoy it more and

more. It's getting more technical, yet
staying personal. The doctors are
there ten to 15 minutes a day. We are
there the other 23 hours and 50 minutes. The doctors trust us to make our
own rapid decisions."
Each of the nurses stressed the
importance of a person having some
type of experience in a hospital setting prior to entering nursing school.
"I think they should make sure they
enjoy this type of work," Sanders
said. "It's not glamorous. There's a
lot of dirty work, and some things
people may not find pleasurable. It
requires a great deal of compassion.
Males sometimes tend to be gruffer
and not quite as sensitive. It's a big
plus if they are."
Sanders is pleased with some areas
of nursing and disappointed in others.
"I see a lot of flaws in nursing, as in
any profession," he said. "I came out
of school with all these great ideas to
save the world. But I slowly became
less idealistic and more realistic.
"I think nursing, for males and
females, is what you make of it."

Ethnicity:
Study expands minority insight
Editor's note: This is the second in
a two-part series on the University's Ethnic Studies department.

Students may now major or minor in black studies, Latino studies
or a general ethnic studies program, he said.
by Vlcki Reinhart and
For a few years, minority stuJennifer Workman
dents most commonly registered
for the courses, but "in the last
Bowling Green State University three or four years the trend has
is unique because it is the only changed," Perry said. More white
educational institution in Ohio with students are taking ethnic studies
a separate department of ethnic courses.
studies, Dr. Ernest Champion, asAccording to Perry one reason
sistant chair of the department, many students did not take ethnic
said.
studies courses was that they did
This is important, because if the not fit into requirements.
University wants to make an orga"THERE IS no reason for people
nized attempt 11 provide an oppor- not to take our courses because
tunity for a multicultural they will meet the requirements,"
education, it must have the facili- Dr. Rolando Andrade, associate
ties, he said.
professor, said.
In 1970, the University began to
He said the ethnic studies departoffer courses in Afro-American ment has two responsibilities to its
studies in response to minority students.
"We have to reach minority stustudent demand. At that time
"there was a pretty good mix" of dents, but we have to teach majorUniversity students who registered ity students what minorities are all
for the courses, Dr. Robert Perry, about," he said.
Heidi Haffelder, a senior child
chair of the department, said. The
courses were mainly in the area of and family development major,
Afro-American Studies.
said she has learned a lot about
In 1972, a major and a minor ethnic groups in the course she has
program in Afro-American Studies taken.
were developed also out of student
"They have really opened my
demand, he said.
eyes to how poorly other ethnic
groups are treated, she said.
AROUND 1976, the courses in the
Phyllis Sukys, a senior liberal
Erogram were accepted by the studies major, agreed. "You
niversity as meeting group re- change your viewpoints because
quirements in the humanities and you know more," she said. "I think
social sciences. There had been a more people should try it (an ethdecrease in the enrollment of white nic studies course)."
In ethnic studies, students have a
students in courses, but when they
became more than electives Perry chance to define their own set of
said that number increased.
values against the values of anWhen the ethnic studies program other culture, he said.
became a department under the
"If we at the University believe
College of Arts and Sciences in this is a pluralistic society, we
1978, three options in the major- must meet the needs of this sominor program became available. ciety," Champion said*.

Veteran relays thoughts of war
is reconsidering their reaction and to enter into war because it feared the
treatment of the vets. Unfortunately, rest of Southeast Asia would fall to
it's too late for the 57,000 Vietnam communism, and because the Johnson administration desired to reThis week, the dedication of a me- War casualties."
morial to all Vietnam War casualties
Flecker, who said he possesses a inforce the credibility of the U.S. as
marks the tenth anniversary of the devout responsibility for freedom and an ally.
U.S. soldiers' return from the war- chose to serve his country on this
"That's bullshit," Flecker said.
torn devastations of Vietnam. This basis of thought, said he believes he "America had to satisfy its mighty
dedication also marks the turning deserved what came to him. He was ego.
point and re-evaluation of the Ameri- 26 years old at the time he went off to
"The government entered its forces
can public's attitude toward the Viet- war in 1969. He admitted being origi- into an unnecessary war, established
nam veterans.
nally proud of his decision and consid- an inequitable drafting system, and
Ric Flecker, a 37-year-old Univer- ered his volunteering an act of expected to achieve its intent to unify
sity graduate student and Vietnam nobility. But even though he returned a country.
veteran, said he believes the past
decade of silence surrounding the
"For 10 years, we have been burdened with the loss
effects of the war have been the
of that war. When we came back, nobody wanted
greatest burden for a veteran to bear.
Flecker is a contrasting example of
to talk about it."
— Ric Flecker
a veteran because he volunteered to
serve his country in Vietnam and
"BUT EVERYTHING was odd, irwould have, otherwise, never been home with a Bronze medal, he has
affected by the draft. However, he been haunted with the responsibility rational, unexplained, and a bitter
still maintains the typical af- of great loss and embarrassment be- joke. I was involved with a program
to 'dry out' the soldiers hooked on
terthoughts and perspectives of most stowed on his country.
veterans.
"I DON'T have the right to be marijuana, heroin, alcohol, etc. "The veterans have been bitterly nearly as bitter as the young 18 and mostly heroin. We would send the
repressed," he said. "For 10 years, 19-year-olds, many of whom were addicts to a place to dry out for a
we have been burdened with the loss minority races and from poor back- couple of weeks and then were inof that war. When we came back, grounds, who had no choice to serve in structed to send them back to where
nobody wanted to talk about it."
Vietnam," he said. "The govern- they became involved with these
AMERICA WANTED to sweep the ment's greatest fallacy of the whole drugs in the beginning, and they
whole ordeal under the rug as if it war was that we didn't need to be would get hooked all over again.
never happened, and the veterans there. We were accomplishing noth- That's how irrational things were. It
were swept under the rug along with ing and needlessly losing people."
was so frustrating. It was a stupid,
it," Flecker said. "Finally, the public
Officially, the United States decided stupid war."
by Marcy Grande
reporter

Twenty percent of the 57,000 casualties of war were not combat related,
but were results of drug overdoses,
Americans killing Americans because they were on drugs and severely depressed at the time, military
accidents and many other noncombat
causes. Flecker said.
Not only did the war cost the country thousands of casualties but a
financial expenditure of $139 billion,
he said. Ana the Johnson administration kept insisting "there was light at
the end of the tunnel," he added.
"We were being lied to, and we're
still being lied to, he said.
"REAGAN WILL not acknowlege
Congress as being the fault of the
Vietnam War. He refers to it as being
a 'noble effort.' The wrong people
were held accountable for the loss.
"As a Vietnam vet, I believe the
people who were responsible have not
been pointed to," Flecker said. "I
would have felt so much better if
Congress had admitted they were
wrong."
Flecker added that the "Post Nam
Syndrome" may have been lessened
if the vets were told "they weren't the
badguys."
"The American hostages held in
Iran were welcomed home with
ticker-tape parades," he said. "How
were the veterans welcomed home?"
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Reagan further hurts
the consumers' cause
The Reagan administration has been continuing it's policy
of dismantling all government regulatory agencies. The
latest action to come before the public eye is the administration's move to render the Consumer Affairs Office impotent.
The revelation comes from the founder of the office, Betty
Furness.
Furness called the office a fraud and said, "It (the agency)
is a sham that gives the public a false sense of protection. It
would be more honest to simply close the office."
The degradation of the CAO is just another in the long
string of executive branch offices which Reagan has hamstrung. We can no longer expect that anything short of a new
president will be able to revitalize these offices. Indeed, the
damage done to the Interior Department may well be
irreparable for many years.
However, citizens cannot allow business and industry to
proceed unchecked for the next two years. We are not
crippled by the loss of the government regulatory agencies.
The loss merely inconveniences us.
Many of the laws which the handcuffed agencies used to
enforce are still on the books. Citizens must now begin to
band together and enforce these laws through private filing
of lawsuits. This is certainly not as convenient as letting the
government do the lob. But, it is certainly better than to sit
back and passively let business destroy anything that gets in
the way of profit.
Betty Furness was on the mark when she said, "Complaining is a nusiance, but if business or industry is doing or
condoning something wrong, it will do a lot more of it if you,
we, do not complain."
The only way that our complaints will be heard is if we
band together into organizations which replace the agencies
Reagan has castrated.

'Pro* football is back
on Sunday afternoon
Sunday has been hailed as the return of America's
autumn passtime - professional football.
Real professional football.
It's not that we hold anything against the CFL, but a
semifinal of the Edmonton Eskimos vs. the Winnepeg
Blue Bombers and the Ottawa Roughriders vs. the
Toronto Argonauts is not exactly worth the six hour
time investment that most of us are willing to put into
watching the NFL.
The problem is that this Sunday, the NFL may not
resemble real professional football. It seems that our
favorite "stars in pads" have taken the last 60 days off,
to gain by strike what they could have accomplished
after the first 28 days of the disaster.
The quality of the games may be far less than some of
the collegiate contests we have been privy to this
season. In fact, if some of the talk we hear is correct,
these games may not be as well-played as some of
Cincinnati Moeller High School's contests.
They are going to stage games on just two-to-three
days of contact practice; they will continue to stage
these games all the way through a 16-team playoff
reminiscent of the NHL - boring and meaningless until
the semifinals.
It is disappointing - although not surprising - that the
power of money has so damaged the integrity of
professional football.
Commissioner Pete Rozelle totally destroyed his
credibility when he allowed the strike to continue
without cancelling the games after four had been
cancelled, as he originally threatened. There was too
much money to be lost, and even a dictatorial commissioner like Rozelle could not hold out under such
pressure.
It was the power of money which ultimately made
tough guy Ed Garvey fold, having to grope to hold on to
some of the benefits the players gained in the early days
of the walkout.
And finally, it was money which brought the striking
union to its knees, and caused the owners to force the
issue. The owners were being forced to' return the
television revenue, and that is when the strike really
became painful. But in the long run, they still at least
had the money to eat, which is more than what many
young players could have said if the strike had lasted
any longer.
So, we all will undoubtedly sit back this weekend and
watch an admittedly inferior product, but we will watch
nonetheless.

Reflections on the U.S. elections
BOSTON -1 came back to the American election after two months out of
the country. It is obvious, I know, that
perceptions abroad - Japanese perceptions, in my case, and English
ones - are bound to be different from

COMMENT
by Garry Wills

those of the citizens at home. But the
reality impresses, no matter how
expectation has prepared one. I was
most struck by the fear in England of
any great Democratic victory coming
out of this off-year election. It is not
what I would nave expected or predicted before I witnessed it. It is sull a
bitpuzzling to me.
The British, after all, have much to
resent in Ronald Reagan's perfor-

mance. "Voluntary" limits on Common Market exports are bad enough.
The pipeline sanctions are worse. Our
vote for Argentina in the United Nations seems gratuitously insensitive
to our allies. Then why did the English
worry about Reagan s fate?
I WOULD ALSO have expected a
lingering sympathy for Edward Kennedy among the British, who loved his
brother (despite his father). But the
villain of British press coverage during this election season was Senator
Kennedy - and that made Ronald
Reagan continue to be the somewhat
tarnished hero.
Why this odd skewing of preference
away from the expected? Mainly it
arises from one issue - protection.
Senator Kennedy was bound to win In
Massachusetts this year, but he
wanted to win big for his prospects

two years down the road. So he wooed
workers by sharing their resentment
of foreign goods. Nothing frightens
the British more, at this moment,
than a resurgence of American protectionism, with the British empire
gone, all their own protected trade
with dependencies vanished, a free
market at the center of hard currency
is the foremost of England's economic
priorities.

GOD KNOWS Ronald Reagan has a
spotty enough record on protection he has propped up American cars,
steel, sugar, and wheat. But the English press gives Reagan credit for his
ideology over his record - he, at least,
professes free trade. What would happen, they wonder to themselves, if Garry Wills Is a political analyst from
Kennedy or another Democrat came Baltimore. His column Is presented by
into power professing the very oppo- Universal Press Syndicate.
site?

Co-ed gives all women a bad name

LETTERS
As the names Piacquadio and Cook
scream from front page to front page
of the BG News, and as Dean Hosteller idealistically insists that "boys
will NOT be boys," we, the students
have yet to know the identity of the
"coed freshman" involved. Would it
humiliate the poor girl? Or is it only
justified to continually humiliate the
two men who have already paid their
penance by forfeiting their academic
futures? Why? Because they are
male?
I am a girl, and yet am not sympathetic toward the incognito female.
Perhaps it is because I cannot picture
myself sleeping with someone I do not
know well enough to assume he would
not tape and photograph our lovemaking. When she finally Knew what was
going on, why did she not leave? The
most obvious way to "get out of this
building" is through the nearest door.
For most of us, the due process
from Campus Safety to Office of Standards and Procedures is insignificant
compared to the theme of the thing.
Have not we all heard the rape stories
that seem to seep through campus?
The ones the administration always
manages to keep under wraps, because it could possibly give BGSU a
bad name? Ana by circumstance, are
Joe and Phil simply a set example, to
pacify girls who fear walking the
streets of a college town at night?
However, there is a big difference
between a forceful rape in a secluded
area and repeated, voluntary sex with
a group of friends in a single Anderson room. All in all, I feel LESS safe
knowing there are girls (like the
"coed") who let harmlessly immature people (like Joe and Phil) intimidate them, making our gender look
like a bunch of feather-brained floosies who cannot make an intelligent
decision.

The depth of this concern can be
gauged by British willingness to overlook even touchy matters like the
pipeline and Argentina. So the hidden
issue of this election, at home, was the
overriding matter abroad. To get
elected, it seems, one must take a
position that makes it hard to govern,
or at least hard to get along with other
governments. Pleasing the workers
ere frightens investors elsewhere which means the Republicans have an
odd foreign constituency wishing Reagan well, not out of love for America
but from a hope to profit from the
ideology Reagan sells so well but
serves only intermittently.

wishing to adopt a newborn baby.
I feel a college paper is the perfect
Cce for an advertisement such as
1.1 applaud the paper for printing
the ad, and standing up for the principles of free press. I mean if I didn't
get rid of the kid by the end of the
week I was going to feed him to the
dogs. Thanks again!
By the way, I still have one noncaucasian baby left. Please call soon,
(woof-woof).
Mike Wilson
140 Bromfleld

Letter's sexist attitude
cannot be tolerated
I have rarely read a more drivelling
piece of chauvinistic jeremiad than
Thomas Krach's letter concerning the
Cook/Piacquadio incident. Krach's
iefense of not only this particular
incident but of this type of activity in
Seneral represents a perversion of
uman ethics that condones crimes
like rape and sexual coercion on the
grounds that everybody does them.

therefore they really are not so bad. I
for one can no longer tolerate such
blatant sexist rambfings without having to be heard.
Let us look at Krach's line of thinking: First, he characterizes the males
in the incident as "men," while the
female is a "girl." From the beginning he immediately places the
woman in a condescending position by
virtue of her gender. The men" were
Kst acting out an old college prank;
e "girl' was asking for it (according to this imagery).
Secondly, it has been clearly reKrted that although the woman may
ve agreed to sexual relations with
one man, she was certainly coerced
into any such relationship with the
other. Acts of this type are usually
illegal under Ohio law, yet Krach
transformed this alleged crime into
mere agreement with both men. This
would seem to indicate that
agreement and coercion are one and
the same to this man.
Finally, it is inconceivable to me
that anyone could rationalize, as
Krach tries to do, that an agreement
to sexual relations with one person, or
even by coercion with Iwo, is a blan-

ket agreement to let the world tune in.
Constitutional rights not withstanding, any such invasion of privacy is
certainly morally and undoubtedly
legally inexcusable.
It is time that men and boys alike
realize that they do not now and have
never had the right to selfishly use
another human being for their own
gratification. As long as sexual relations are still viewed in this light,
senseless acts of violence, whether
physical or emotional, will still plague
our world and all of us who live in it.
Tim Qreyhavens
P.O. Box 111
Bowling Qreen

RESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page is the
campus forum for your comments
regarding something in The News
or anything of interest to the University and, community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Please include
your address and phone number
for verification.

by Garry Trudeau
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Cleveland Couples' offer
was appropriate In paper
I am writing in response to Matthew
Baleusuela's letter to the editor dealing with the affluent Cleveland couple
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Falcon gridders face
strong passing 49ers

BG hairier Koehler earns trip to finals
Koehler. He came one spot from
qualifying for the NCAA
championship his junior year.
THIS FACT, he said, gave him
an extra incentive to earn the trip
to Bloomington this season.
"I really felt bad last year about
not making it," Koehler said. "I
went into the race a little over
confident."
Koehler did not just jump onto
the starting line at last week's
qualifier and win a spot on

by Marc Delph
sports reporter

Chris Koehler is three days and
10,000-meters away from fulfilling
a dream.
When the gun sounds in Bloomington, Ind., next Monday, marking the beginning of the 1982 NCAA
cross country championship, the
senior Bowling Green cross country standout will have completed
the first stage of his long-awaited
dream. To give that dream a happy
ending would mean Koehler would
have to gain All-America status.
With the nation's top runners competing, it could be a nightmare of a
teat to accomplish.
To make the All-America team
Koehler said he feels he would have
to finish in the top 40-45 positions.
"It will take a hell of a job to
make the top 45," the sports management major said. I think I
have a real good shot, though.
Especially if I run like I did (at the
NCAA District Four qualifier) last
week."
Being a senior makes the prize
much sweeter and more desireable
since the occasion now becomes a
once in a lifetime plight for

country by winning the conference
and sectional title his junior and
senior years. He was runner-up in
the state championship in leading
Bay Village to a state crown his
senior year.
AN ATHLETIC scholarship was
inevitable for Koehler, but BG was
not the first place he looked and
therefore spent his freshman year
in Lexington, Kent, at the University of Kentucky. That season

"It will take a hell of a job to make the top 45. I
think I have a good shot."

— Chris Koehler
championship starting line. It took
years of training, including as
many ups as there were downs. For
Koehler, it all started on the track
in seventh grade as a member of
his hometown track team in Bay
Village. He was an instant natural
that year as he won the 1,100-meter
run in his conference and the 1,300meter the next season.
He continued his dominance
throughout high school in cross

turned out to be a turbulant one
that found the coach that recruited
him leaving and his new coach a
type he could not get along with.
Next, he followed his brother and
three sisters' paths. And, with
some encouragement from Falcon
cross country coach Mel Brodt - he
came to BG.
"BG recruited me in high
school," said Koehler. "I knew
Brodt was a good coach. I really

Sports Briefs.
Tonight's game will begin at 8 p.m., American Conference season today at
Cooper Pool by hosting Kent State.
Saturday's contest is at 7:30 p.m.
Women's competition will begin at 4
Bowling Green's men's and women's p.m. while the men are scheduled to
swim teams will open their Mid- start at 7 p.m.

Bowling Green's first place hockey
team will travel to Sault St. Marie,
Mich., this weekend for a two-game
Central Collegiate Hockey Association series with Lake Superior State.

MILTON'S

feel confident with him. He knows
how to get someone ready for a
meet you want to get ready for."
Due to transfer rules, Koehler
had to sit out his sophomore season
but still maintained sophomore status.
FROM THAT POINT on he has
been the Falcons number one runner. He finished second in the MidAmerican Conference
championship his sophomore year.
His junior year he won the MAC
individual crown by 27 seconds
over the runner-up and set a new
course record at Miami the same
day. He also won the Ohio Intercollegiate meet.
This season Koehler said his
highlight was qualifying for the
upcoming Nationals as the MAC
championship is no longer sponsored by the conference and therefore does not carry the importance
as is did in past years - although he
was victorious. It is now called the
MAC Invitational.
Though Koehler has won nearly
every award possible by a cross
country runner, he said his dream
is not yet complete.
As Koehler put it.'Trn one step
away from fulfilling my goal."

Bowling Green will be faced with a
different brand of football when the
Mid-American Conference champions
take on Long Beach State (Calif.),
tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m Pacific
time, in spacious Anaheim Stadium.
Long Beach is a member of the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association,
the same conference that sends a
representative to the California Bowl.
Although Fresno State has already
clinched the PCAA championship and
will play in the Cal Bowl against the
Falcons on Dec. 18, Long Beach is 4-1
in the PCAA and still could capture a
piece of the league title.
The 49ers - who lead the nation in
passing with an average output of 333
yards per game through the air - will
throw the Ball 4045 times against the
Falcons, according to BG head coach
Denny Stolz.
Passing the football is a trademark
of PCAA football in particular, and
the whole state of California in general. In last week's Division I-A statistical leaders, three PCAA teams were
among the top 20 in the nation in
passing.

352-1539

FREE
2-LITER BOTTLE OF
SPRITE
with any

■1

I

We're going to the Bowl...
Punch Bowl that is

Expires. 12/15/82
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

OSU VS. MICHIGAN ST.

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
Phone

AH the Tacos you
can eat for
$1.25

STEREO
LIQUIDATION
Brand New - Factory Fresh!

PIONEER

&

Power Magnums

<£)

STEREO LIQUIDATORS, INC.

AM-FM
| FAMOUS
NAME

I

NOISE

SHARP RT-10

BRAND NEW

1DOLBT METAl - _ _
CASSETTE S&9
W
DECK
jJ

TEAC

EMPIRE

HOME
CASSETTE
DECK

STEREO

WALK CASSETTE
STEBE0W1TH

$49

m

SATURDAY ONLY!
10 AM - 5PM

HOME

EQUALIZER
Wt

STEREO
GRAPHIC

--»*"

$69

$»
PIONEER
COMPONENT
I" 2WA1T SPEAKERS

HUNDREDS
OF ITEMS
ALL FUST-COME.
FUST SERVED

.X9TRIAX

40 PIECE
SOCKET SET

|-..e.:JV.SPEAKER PAIR
WITH

■Mil

COMBINATION
US I METRIC^
WITH
1
RATCHET ■,

25 % OFF Entire Stock of
Junior Coats and Dresses
Junior Coats
Junior Blazers Choose from corduroy and wool styles in solids and tweeds. Sizes 5-13
reg. 49.00 sale 36.75
Sweater Knit Jackets A variety of styles and colors including jaquard prints and stripes.
Sizes S-M-L reg. 49.00-65.00 sale 36.75-48.75

Double Breasted Navy Peacoat by Junior Colony 80% wool Sizes 5-13
reg. 85.00 sale 63.75

Junior Dresses

•at

Gunne Sax for holiday dressing. Choose from several dressy styles including dresses, skirts
trimmed in lace print blouses, calico and much more, sizes 5-13
reg. 32.00-78.00 sale 24.00-58.50
Sweater Knit Dresses 1 and 2pc. dresses made of 100% acrylic,
sizes 5-13 reg. 28.00-37.00 sale 21.00-27.75

6-PIECE
SCREWDRIVER
SET

SANYO 240Z
PtrtiUM AM-FM Cram

Georgette dresses Choose from several styles and colors including solids and prints,
reg. 29.00-62.00 sale 21.75-46.50

OELUIE CUSHION £■

ORIP

SPORTS ARENA

solids and stripes.

A PAIR

W9

SATURDAY ONLYI
10 AM-6 PM

Main St., Toledo (use Front St. exit from r-280)

Cash. Visa, Maatarchargc

Friday, Saturday and Sunday

100 WATT
CAR EQUALIZER I
POWER
BOOSTER

WW

fW

AUOIOFHIIE
CARTRIDGE
IUSTJI9196

NEW IN-DASH
CAR STEREO

AAc

AM/FM CASSETTE-PHONO
COMPACT HOME STEREO
WITH SPEAKERS

Expires Dec. 5. 1982

3 DAY SALE

NEW 1982 MODEL
AM-FM CASSETTE

Cassettes HEADPHONES

DYNAMIC
LOW

$69

v

Leather Jackets Genuine leather fashioned into everything from short waisted to baseball jacket
styles, sizes 5-13 reg. 120.00 sale 90.00

A PAIR! 199
TDK

i

On Delivery
til Or-I Coupon Per Order

Stadium Jackets Choose from light or dark shades including tan, burgundy and blue.
sizes S-M-L reg. 49.00-85.00 sale 36.75-63.75

$

STEREO C-60
HEADPHONES!

■

Bomber Jackets Choose from a variety of styles and fabrics including corduroy, poly/cotton
and nylon, sizes S-M-L reg. 49.00-85.00 sale 36.75-63.75

Sot* agent has repossessed a limited quantity of Pioneer Component 4 way
home speakers for non-payment or bad deots These speakers with large 12"
woofer sold for $738 00 a par Big bass & crisp s* highs

l\ FMWALK

352-1539

a-

in the
Browsing Lounge, Promenade Room
of Union

open 11:30

STEREO
RECEIVER

16" (1) item or
more pizza

$1 off on any pizza
with (1) item

Enjoy our Home Recipe Punch
and Margaritas while watching

The Falcons will probably need
Tomasello - a veteran defensive back
- to combat the Long Beach throwing
game. BG linebacker Mark Emans,
who has been battling a shoulder
injury for the past two weeks, also
made the trip.

I

Fast, Free Delivery
Phone:

On the positive side injury-wise,
BG's Jac Tomasello - who has been
out with a chipped fracture of the
spinal column since the Miami game
nearly six weeks ago - will make the
trip and is expected to play, Stolz
said.

Myles Pizza
i
Pub
352-1504

$2.00 off any 16" large
2 item or more pizza
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 12/15/82
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

Nov.17-18-19

Palsgrove came off the bench in the
second quarter of last week's EMU
game and completed 13-of-18 passes
for 160 yards. The experienced junior
started BG's last six games of last
season and the first two of this season
before being replaced by McClure.

"It's a different game. The weather
is much more conducive. You pretty
much know that you can throw every
Saturday," Stolz said. "That filters
Junior Renee Manwaring was named down to their coaching philosophy."
to the All-Mid-American Conference While 49er quarterback ToddDillon
volleyball team.
is among the nation's best and will be
Renee was the only Falcon rep- fully healthy for the contest, BG will
resentative on the 12-member squad.

Christmas

and other exciting college football
games on large screen T.V.

be without its number one quarterback, freshman Brian McClure.
McClure injured his right thumb
early in last week's 24-7 victory over
Eastern Michigan, and it was later
discovered that the thumb was broken. The injury occurred when McClure hit his throwing hand on an
opposing player's helmet.
Dayne Palsgrove, who is no
stranger on the starting scene for BG,
will handle the quarterbacking duties
for the Falcons. Senior Steve Swan,
normally number three on BG's depth
chart, will back Palsgrove up.

All Hams Guaranteed

Friday 9:45-9:00
Saturday 9:45-5:30
Sunday 12:00-5:00

macys
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Bowling Green roundballers media's preseason MAC pick

Browniss

overall, received 15 first-place and 534
total points in a media poll conducted
at the MAC basketball meeting in

by Keith Walther
assistant sports editor
■

SCRATCH BAKING

[

USING PURE INGREDIENTS

§

PERRYSBURG - Many Mid-American Conference media polls in the past
were as good at picking a conference
champion in basketball as Ed Garvey
and Jack Donlan were at solving the
NFL player's strike.
But Bowling Green coach John Weinert and his Falcon players are hoping
that, atleast this year, the proper
school has been selected as the choice
to win the title.
The Falcons, coming off a second
place finish in the MAC last season
with a 10-6 league record and 18-11

I

144* E. Wo(M« S(.
Behind Finder'* Eui
Houn M-F HO Sal. * Sun »-IO
Coupon A minimum 12.00 purchue nccesuuy
Eapira 11-22-12

50^ Bagsls, Cakss, Choc. Moussw.

Wish I Lived Here!

feathers receiving more first place
The Falcons were chosen on the
votes (24) but one less overall point merit of returners and preseason starters, David Greer, David Jenkins, Bill
The University of Toledo, eighth Last Faine, Lamar Jackson, and Colin IrMAC MEDIA BASKETBALL POLL
year in the conference, were picked to ish. However, Jackson may miss most
Bowling Green
/15)
534
finish third. The Rockets gained 13 of the season with a broken ankle,
Ball State
533
(24)
first-place votes and 497 overall points. according to Weinert. Also, Jenkins is
Toledo
497
(13)
Ohio
477
Ohio University, picked by many to be still recovering from a stress fracture
(10)
Eastern
407
the team to reckon with in the MAC, in his foot •
(1)
Miami
288
had 477 points and 10 first place votes.
NIU
252
THE ONLY OTHER first place vote
"It's better to be picked first then
CMU
226
went
to the Hurons of Eastern Michi- tenth," Weinert said. "But we may
KSU
128
gan who were picked to finish fifth. have to play a different style of ball
WMU _Fir»tplot» «ot«t in por«nth*tlt. 125
There were 63 votes cast with a first than we would of played with Jenkins
Perrysburg, yesterday.
place vote receiving 10 points, a second and Lamar in there.
The defending champions, Ball place team getting nine points, third "We'll have to see how it goes in the
non-conference games."
State, were right on the Fajcons^Jail- place eight, and so on.
Don't Scream

RAPE!!!

That's the first thing you'll say when you see our
lovely condominiums. The second will be, "Glad
I moved in!" You own them, but we maintain

Learn how to prevent it
RAPE PREVENTION WORKSHOP

them task la details)

FORE MEADOWS BY

Nov.22 FREE open to all 6:00 p.m.

RICK METZ

Gold Lounge in Founders

W G,pt»tor*ollRi No ?5

10 units sold since July

The effects and defense of Rape
It's worth your life to be there!

STOP outS so* why!
Phase II Beginning
Special 12'/»•■«. Fixed Interest on
Remaining Phase I
Energy Efficiency In Action

TRIP TO: FAIR LANE MALL \
Dec. 4

1 hese homes contain gas heating
gas water heating ond o
gas range.
IVILCOMI
HOME
TO DIIG1
SAVINGS

If we don't have it,

ONLY $7.00 transportation
Sign up in the
UAO office

we'll build to suit!
days 'till Christmas

Call

Newlove Realty, Inc.

$9.00

♦ _J "I

, 352-5161

TRIP TO:
Frankenmuth. Michigan

Nov. 20

in a quaint German type town.

GALL P^y

Lu

J

SIGMA CHI

"

Unlon al 8:00

■•"»■

2-2343

Sill II

soon

HUNTERS ARE READY FOR

PERMS
$30.00!

TURKEY SHOOT
DATE PARTY
Shaw G Judy
Tony & Linda
Scott G Sharon
Rocky G Susan
Coop & Amy
Buck & Date
Ted & Leslie
Franz & Christine
Spidey & Linda '
Bill & K.K.
Wings G Terri Lee
Snook & Laura
Ben & Beth
B. Barr & Waffle
Eddie Q. & Jeanne
Rich G Wendy
Day & Joy
Schweller & Valch
Earl G Linda
Chris & Lisa
Doug G Maureen
Brad G Lady in Waiting
I.B. Long & LeAnn

(INCLUDES
HAIRCUT)

HAIRCUTS $8.00
WITH MINDY & DIANNA

ROMAN'S HAIR DESIGNERS

Killman G Natalie

STADIUM PLAZA 352-2107

Murnen & Sackwoman
Dan & Stacky
Jell & Wendy
Titts & Sue
Dave & Casey

Mike & Laurie
Craig & Sara
Jeff & Debbie Dawg
Oatsie & Karen
Toth G Farm Animal Thief
Marty & Sue
Schnltzy & Carolyn
Brian & Anne
Buffalo G Liz
Knave & Nancy
Boots G Corn
Todd & Sharon

Walks G ?
Bus & Company
Tony & Cindy

Bill G KarlTron
Ricer & That Crazy College Girl
Jeff G Sue
Mike G Karen

Weavs G Sue

WIU You Catch You Game?

Please Present this ad

A

ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE

I

EVERY SATURDAY IS

I

"BEAT THE
CLOCK NIGHT"
SPECIALS TIL' 10:30 AND AGAIN AT MIDNIGHT
FREE PASS
! ADMIT ONE

Hurinii ur.ir.n.1 HJJ
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LSAT
GMAT
CUSStS *0rt lOHMINf,
SEMINARS HflO IfARKQUNC
Columbus • Cleveland
Toledo • Ann Arbor

In Columbus (614) 464-4414
In Cleveland (216) 361-6643
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Falcons crush (lost) Voyageurs, 99-43
academically ineligible to
play last year also, has a
good enough grade point
average to play but is short
of credit hours, according
to Weinert.

and our long-range plans
are to keep him out there."
Of course, many of Weinert's recent plans have
been aborted by injury
problems.
Lamar Jackson, the Falcons' most powerful rebounder on last season's
18-11 squad, remains a
question mark after suffering an ankle injury and
may miss the entire season. David Jenkins. BG's
most versatile performer
last year, did not dress for
last night's exhibition and
has not practiced for four
weeks. Jenkins did say after the game that he plans
to start practicing soon.
To add to Weinert's injury woes, it was learned
last night that freshman
wing man Kenny Waddell
is academically ineligible
for the 1982-83 season.
Waddell, who was declared

by Joe Menzer
sports editor

At this point every year,
just about every basketball
coach in America says the
same thing.
"IT COULD have been
Bowling Green's John
worse; we could have not
Weinert is no exception.
found out until the tenth
"We just needed to play
game. But you have to feel
somebody," Weinert said
For the young man," said
last night, after his FalWeinert, who admitted
cons nad supposedly
that he was somewhat surflayed a basketball team
prised at the situation. Aprom Canada with the unparently, the Waddell
likely name of the Lauenruling stems from a relatian Voyageurs. Often
tively new NCAA rule that
times, the Voyageurs
went into effect just last
looked like a lost bunch of
Aug. 1.
foreign travelers, as the
Despite the crushing loss
Falcons administered a 99of a promising player like
43 drubbing before a
Waddell. yesterday was
sparse crowd of 1,023 in
not an all bad day for WeiAnderson Arena.
nert. Earlier in the day,
The most excitement
the Falcons had been
generated in the overpicked to win the Midmatched contest came in
American Conference this
the game's final moments,
as the Falcons inched evercloser to that magic 100point mark. IN THE end with no time showing on
the clock - BG's Paul
Abendroth found himself
at the line with the score
98-43 in favor of the Falcons and two free throws
MtXHErSVCH •MEB»*GNUT
coining his way.
"That's the most presPC«T • OUT • WT • NUT
sure I've had on me in
SUT • PSAT* SAT • ACWEVrMENTS • ACT
college," quipped Abendroth. who played sparIflBl* KWP-IIAT1 MED BOARDS -WE
ingly last season. "I gave it
ECfMB • HEX • MR DENTAL BOARDS
a good ride."
But it just was not to be,
nilATnV BOARDS • RURSRtt BOARDS
as his first toss rattled in
CPUand then out. His second
charity effort got nothing
but net, and finally sigKAPLAN
naled the end to the FalCeeMi
cons' merciless beating of
Cell Oa»» E»« aid Weekamlt
<4IB) Slt-3701
the. bewildered Canadians.
1850 SCCOR "D
"If we played in a 10,000TOiCOO. OHIO «3M6
seat arenaand we could fill
it for an exhibition like
this, we would play China
or the Yugoslavian na- ppoaooooooa
tional team," Weinert
said. "But those teams
have priced themselves
out of business. They want
too big of a guarantee and
this is not a big draw."
NCAA RULES allow
EAT IN PICK UP ONLY!
teams to play one exhibition against either a foreign team or an amateur
team, such as the Athletes
in Action team that is com•Expires
posed of former collegiate
players and tours the country. The problem, according to Weinert, is that even
the amateur teams are
now asking for guarantees
of up to $2,500 to come and
Blay a pre-season exhibion game.
Hence, the Falcons play
the nearby Candian clubs.
Against Laurentian last
EAT IN PICK UP ONLY!
night, Weinert was able to
work all of the available
Falcons into the lineup for
considerable playing tune.
Abendroth and Colin Irish led the way in the scoring column. Irish looked
good in his first extensive
action in a Falcon uniform
since a second round with
knee surgery, as he sank
I0-of-l5 shots from the
floor find four-of-four free
throws for 24 points. AbenANY X-LARGE PIZZA
droth added 18 markers on
eight-of-11 shooting from
the field.
"I THINK Colin's game
has changed: Colin's a better outside shooter than he
ever was before," Weinert
said. "I think good players
Expires 12/20/82
change their game when
they nave to. You have to
be a good outside shooter
BBBBBB
to play the wing position BBBBPOOOOa

MCAT

i

DAT

season in a close pre-season vote by the MAC media, in Perrysburg.
And in the game itself,
the play of Irish and Abendroth - among others - was
particularly promising. All
11 dressed BG players got
into the action, with nine of
them registering playing
time in double figures.

Irish looked like his old
self most of the game, although he has obviously
improved his outside
shooting and he neglected
to jam the ball on two
breakaway opportunities.
He probably wouldn't have
hesitated to go for a spectacular stuff in the past.
"When I first got fiie ball
(on the breakaways) I was

Dlr»<ro< Alon Portw hoj •x*rr*d truly monk
|enw9y. utilizing to ih» Ml •v.r/thing thot com.ro
lound music ond on con bring to ih» io««n."
AltOO win* XV rC"* TO

mfeintel/fafr

Buy any larg. plixa and gat ona
Jm.dlum plno with tha tarn, numb.r
of It.m. — FREE

Expires! 2/31/82

B Buy any madlum pizza and gat ona
■ •mail pizza with tha tamo numb.r
of Itams — FREE
PICK UP OR DINE IN

\

7

203 N. Main

PHONE 352-514*
One Coupon Per Pizza — NO DELIVERY On This Special

IIW.IINK

FUNK NITE
TONIGHT at the
Sidedoor... Dancin' to your
favorite party music.
8-AAidnight

$1.00

PRIDE'BROTHERHOOD'UNITY'RESPECT'PRIDE'BROTHERHOOD'UNITY'RESPECT'

CONGRA TULA TIONS
TO THE NEWLY ELECTED PHI PSI OFFICERS!

PRESIDENT
I BOB GORR

VICE PRESIDENT S
CHRIS RENNi

RECORDING SECRETARY
I MATT ROCK
p CHAPLAIN
§ JOE ADAMS

$2.50 OFF

AND

MESSANGER*
JIM DARTTI
SGT. AT ARMS 2
RAY FARLEY

OUR NEW
PHI PSI SWEETHEART

WITH
two or more items

LINDA McCURDY
THANKS TO THE OLD OFFICERS FOR A
JOB WELL DONE!!

MARK'S PIZZA

PRIDE•BROTHERHOOD•UNITY^RESPECT•PRIDE•BROTHERHOOD^UN1TY•RESPECT♦

I

I

1

I

get the best for less at

6

I

1
FREE PIZZO

LSAT

MARK'S PIZZA

I
II
I

*

7:30 pm
$1.00 - transportation provided

"OVERWHELMING AND EXPLOSIVE...

14" 1 Item Pizza
for ONLY 5.00J

1

pleaded guilty to charges
of harranment. The story
correctly stated that
Fitzgerald entered a plea
of not guilty. The News
regrets the headline error.

FREE HOT CHOCOLATE
Bring a friend with a blanket and warm up the hay

MARK'S PIZZA

I
I
I

The News yesterday erroneously ran an inaccurate
headline on a story in the
In The News section, which
stated that University student Janet Fitzgerald had

Friday Nov. 19

rff

CIA 7EL

14" 1 Item Pizza
for ONLY 5.00!

I
II

going to dunk it, but I de• cided just to play it safe
and lay them in," Irish
said. "I'm passed the stage
of worrying about whars
going to happen.

Correction

P.;

Don't Miss

EAST

OHIO STATE VS.MICHI6AN
/

Saturday at 12:30

on

FRIDAYS

ROAST BEEF
PLATTER

53"

(no delivery on this special)

Longneck beer, margaritas* cocktails
2 TV's front - back bars
Chili dogs only .50

NOON
SPECIAL

tender roast beef stacked high on a half bun - includes gravy
mashed potatoes and vegetables.
440
E. Court

HAPP/ HOURS ii..H.«.ci«,

352-1596

\
^WWWHMMHHMB _ « ■. « <• •> « _ . . _<.■.>.■■. ________.._.«....M-4

€1 Dorado
1095 N.

MM

354-3531
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ALL YOUft IYPINQ NEEDS
PnOfESSrOMAIXV DONE
CALL 362-4017.

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Nov. I». 1982
CAREERS IN COMMUNICATION
7 30 9 30 - Nov. 30
301 Urav Hal Speaker
John Sprawl - AMI Ptoi m MM
Doeigned to mlorm thoee in careers m
Comm of In* rang* ol opporturvttee
before thorn Potonuol Conor Porno
such 00 persona! odmm , poroonol
eeRng. mgnl ond pub#c relations w*
bo explored as wea ae motnodo ol
onoy no tnooo ond other oroao The
etta, course work, ond training necessary lor vorlouo corooro wflj bo
dtocueaed along othor pertinent loo
loo To rogUor. phono Continuing
Education
3720181 Regie* atkjli
loaol SSOO
Como to tho Energy Workshop this
•at. 11-4 in tho Student Services
Forum. Loom how to oavo monoy
ond energy. Thoro -ill bo exhibits
ond epeoksra. Sponoorod by tho
Environmental Intoraal Group.
Don't miss your la si chonco to wlnl
STUDENTS FOB ANIMALS
■•SOMETHING FOB EVERYONE
RAFFLE"
K. 22 In Italy. Hall
11:00 em-1:00 pm.
LAW SOCIETY
Dr Marge Kooood from the Univ ol
Akron Law School wt spook on
Monday. Nov 22 m the Tan Room |o
tho Union) to al rnerealsd ei law
school trom 1-4 00
tapporl Your Marching Send!
Orders tor the Falcon Marchmg Bond
album and cassette v/B be taken al
University Mel. Wed ond Fn 10 302:30 Coat ol each atxjm or cassette
■ $6 00 wlach may be charged to
your Bursars account or payed by
check or cash
The University Bookstore will bo
dona tho week ol November 22 tor
their annual physical Inventory. Tho
Bookstore will re-open on Monday.
November 20.
To all Education Motors 1 Minors:
SNEA Meeting Mon Nov 22. 101
BA at 8 00 pm
,

LOST AND POUND

Export Typing
Reasonable Rotao
Col 352 7305 after 6pm
PHOfESSIONAL TYPtlQ
Dtosaitesuiia. These, ale

3520835

DESPERATELY WANT TO CARPOOL FROM FWOLAY TO 80 8
BACK DAILY TIMES FLEXIBLE
422-371*.

PERSONAL

Cuseombed T-SMrls I Joroays tor
your group or organisation
Lowest •rtceefast Delivery
Ce* Jks» SSS-TuTI

SERVICES OFFERED

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
I A.M.
10:00 P.M.
1-400-438-J039

HEY ALPHA DELTA PI'S, YOU BURE
WERE *EDUCTIVEI THANKS FOR A
DYNOMTTE PIMP AMD HOOKER
PARTTII THE PHI PI'S.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT COLLEGE STATrON-LADWS NKJMTi
8pm -lO.p.m
CONDUCTORS
SPECIALS EVERY HOUR ON THE
HOUR 8pm ■ 11 :pm. LOCATED IN
STADIUM VIEW PLAZA

CORK*:.
WELL. YOU'RE FINALLY 211
WHAT CAN WE SAY7 YOU'RE
JUST TOO COOL FOR WORDS
HAVE A GREAT B-OAY'
LOVE. BROOKE * TIFF.

GERRI. GET READY TO HAVE A
GREAT TIME SAT AT THE 1ST
ANNUAL ZBT MYSTERY DATE
PARTY. REMEMBER YOU KNOW
WHAT BOYS LIKE SUCKER

Getting Married' Wa sol or rent bridal
8 bndasmalda gowna-A Wedding
Creation. 36 HHwyck Or Toledo.
Ohlo-1-531-3467-1 bh weal ol
Reynolds oil HI Aye

HEY KAPPA DELTA'S 8 FIJI'S, THE
BROTHERS OF DELTA UPSHON
•AY; WAX YOUR SURFBOARDS 8
KICK UP SOME BAND AT THE 1ST
ANNUAL "CALIFORNIA HERE WE
COME" BASH, FRIDAY AT 8:8*.

DEAR BONFIRE, OrRL, I'M STKL
HERE WHERE ARE TOUT C.R.

A 0 PI A D PI A D PI A D PI
BALLOON—A-QRAM IS COMING
NOV 2« -WC, 1.
ALPHA DELTA PI'S. WE HAD A
GREAT
TIME AT THE
TEA!
LOOKING FORWARD TO PARTYINQ WITH YOU AGAIN NEXT SEMESTER! THE PHI P8TS.
ALPHA XI-SAE
TOGA
ALPHA XI—SAE
TOGA
ALPHA XI - SAE
TOGA

Don't have time to wnte?
The Resident Student Association
will Oo it 'or you1
Forms avertable at your resident
hal front desk and Greek
living units

Hey Saver Woman.
Happy
Silver Saver Silver Silver
Slvar Sever Sever Silver
Sever Sever Silver Silver
Silver Saver Silver
Birthday
Love al ot the L C

s

HEY YOU DU'S. KD'S. 8 FLTS. GET
PSYCHED FOR A SURFIN' 8 SIPPIN'
GOOD TIME AT OUR "CALIFORNIA
HERE WE COME" PARTY THE
FIJI'S
•••HOUOAYINN*"
Happy Hours everyday, all day
every night, ALL NIGHT

DZ'S-GET READY TO GET WILD 6
PARTY WITH THE SIGMA CHI S
TONIQHTl

HOOFYQreet tob this semester. Keep up
the good work. The Brothers.

EVERY MON 8 WED
6-8 ALL THE TACOS
you can oat only S2 95
AT EL DORADO
Don't forge! we have
THE BEST MARGARITAS
IN TOWN

Bnen.
Kappa Sigma is the BEST and tonight
we be the GREATEST' Thanks lor
prctung me aa your crush
Much Love Always. Loci.

Sever
Sever
Silver

Hey there Mais Haley! Hope you nave
a super Thanksgiving braaK> Entoy
yourse*: and PK3 OUT" Sure do miaa
tasting to ya! Take care and see ya at
dinner aoonl ME

Dtonna Flolchor 8 Lorl Flury
Congrats on going Neophyte! You
two are the beell Love. Plane.

Big. mix Greek letters twice? Lotsa
Love. Sunshine. 8 AX Cheer. LI Me

CHRISTMAS IS COMsNQ.AND SO
AM THE A D PI BALLOON— A—
GRAMS! WATCH FOR THEM.

Toourdelee,
The al stirs IMng In the house an
looking forward to an enjoyable
evening em* you on Saturday night
M our In-house data party See you
■t six.
Love,
your Chi Omega HoMlsiss.

Congretulalioni Linda Burden on
becoming the new Alpha Chi
Omega President Wo are really
proud ol you. Love, The Bromtleld
Bkswens. PS. Have you klUed the
cat yelll

DELTA QAMM'S - THANKS FOR
THE EXCELLENT TIME LAST
THURSDAY. LOOKING FORWARD
TO MORE EVENTS TOGETHER'
LOVE THE SIGMA CHI'S.

Attention ladles ol Delta Gamma Got
psyched tor an evening ol "Roctun
and a Reefer with the brothers ol Pi
Kappa Phi It wB be an evening to
remember!

FEU.
I'm ao happy 8 lucky to have you tor
my BK) BROTHER-you're cast'
Thanks tor everything Monday night,
you made II very special
Love, Li Sherry.

**!~:

DEAREST PHI MU PHIS. Thank you
al tor rrvmng me to your sneak
You're al so special ond you mean
the world to me" (Love ya U' Jam)
Phi Mu love. And! MagB.

1

Hay F*» 8 Dust We're maty pay
chad tor tonight1 Gel ready tot a vary
wed tkna See you soon' The Sksftera
ol Kappa Dana

ConoreluUKIens to tho BOSU Football Team on Ihalr MAC
Championship CaHfornle hare we
come! The Brothers ol Kappe

To the debonair brolhers ol Theta
CM, we are anxtouety swilling the
Vogue-O.O. lea on Friday. N'll be a
night to remember! Love, tho SophlaMcalod Sisters ol Chi Omega.

LOST Lev's foon jacket w/ Bom to
Run button Name on inside label
Reward CM Joan 3523228
LOST ORANGE DOWN VEST WITH
TAN S BROWN STRIPES LOST ON
THORS NOV 1 1 AFTER 8PM AT
SAM B'S NO QUESTIONS ASKED.
REWARD GIVEN" CALL 352-2860

CAKES I'M READY FOR FOOO t
FROLIC TONIQHTl HOW BOUT
YOU? THERE'S NO ONE I'D
RATHER BE WITH! MY B-OAY WILL
BE MEMORABLE AND IT'LL BE
YOUR FAULT' LOVE. PIES

CM, ENO OF THE SEMESTER
BLOW OUT! BUFFALO AND BEER
- BE THERE' DAY: SAT.. DCC.4TH
CONTACT ANY OFFICER FOR DETArLB.

Go Greyhound to
CLEVELANO
on Fridays and
ratumon Sunday
Col 353 5882 for
schedules 4 vitormatlon

JACOWE. WE'VE
HAD
SOOO
MANY 0OO0 TIMES AND I'M SURE
WE'LL MAKE MORE MEMORIES
THM WEEKEND. HAVE A WONDERFUL 21 STI LOVE, KEU.V

HAW UNLIMITED
148 W. WOOBTER
881-82*1
WALK-BIB WELCOMEI

Cra O's - Friday • here ao prepare tor
a tun-feed evening with tho TheferChfs We are payched to go M night

BIDES

HELP" I need rtdara or a ride to
InrJana Unrv Doc. 3-5 Can leave on
Thura maybe Cal 2-4623 » ask lor
Mary Jo

BUCKO. ILL MISS YOU NEXT
WEEK. STAY AWAY FROM THOSE
TrBRTY-FrVE YEAR OLD WOMEN
AND KHYPTONITE PICKLES

JACQLHE P6RCE
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY!
GET PSYCHED FOR SATUROAY!
LOVE. KELLY, BETH. » MARTA
Lll Carolyn,
Round 8 Round the candle did go.
Where it would atop, I didn't know.
What a surprise! Congratulations
on your engagement to Jim. I wish
you both the oast ol luck with
everything. L 8 L, Big Sobra.

Good Luck to all those running lor
Executive Offices1 Your PHI MU so
tars are behind you al the wayll P S.
Job we* done to the Outgoing Exec'

SARAH AND ONOY, THANKS FOR
(■WO THE Bear ROOlaMATES
ANY ONE COULD EVER HAVE —
YOU OUYS ARE THE GREATEST!
LOVE YA, DAWN. PA NEVER
PUNOMII
JANFT I'M REALLY LOOWNG FORWARD IU THTS WEEKEND-GET
TWO AWAY TOGETHER FOR AN
EVENING—ITS JUST WHAT WE
NEEDtl I AM GOING TO SHOW YOU
WHY YOU'RE WORTH IT 8 JUST
HOW GOOO IT CAN BEIi LOVE YOU
ALWAYS, SCOTT
JAN RYMER.
HAPPY "II" BIRTMOAY??m
I NEVER OtTT MY WAYIII
Joenre Zimmerman Happy 21 el Bathday" Your special day la finely herel
Its ams to go and drink some beer.
Before you take another drink, you
might went to atop end the*. A bit ol
advice-peck your dothee. for where
m store, nobody knowat? Love. VM,
Tracy. 6 Farrel.
JOHNNY
I LOVE YOUIII
JULIE C. (the Alpha XII. It waen'l race,
hut wasn't » worth the waft? I had to
foot ya but only because you'll be the
best and only Little I ever wanted.
SURPRISE. BIG ? AMY
KAPPA SIGMA CRUSH PARTY IS
TONIGHT, ARE YOU GOING?
KMberry Ann Dsvta Hey Baby! Just
wanted to mank you tor putting up
with me Ms semester and east year'
You ere the Pesli Love Sloan
Tne Slate™ ot CM Omega would
see to congretulete the football
teem on their fantastic eeaaon 8
winning the MAC. We wish you the
best ol luck la CaWornla.
LADIES OF ALPHA CM OMEGA
The "Klaamg Carnations" were reefy
fine. So, we're getting together one
more time. The Sig Ep Happy Hours
start real soon, Can you baleve
if s-ONCE IN A BLUE MOON "? GET
PSYCHED OUT! THE BROTHERS OF
UOEP
T0O0 RUPPELLI Happy 20th Birthday' Have the best year ever -1 love
you, Unda
TO GIGOLO JOE
"you're lust a Iraak she don't want
your body. !" Sounds eke you're
toeing tans test1 Don't "cal me
anytime- cal me. eel me any day or
night. Cal me " Signed, sell respected
To my AGO sellers Thanks tor putting up with me awl week during al
my teats! Sony I wae such a grump.
Love. Stalky
TO MY FAVORITE CHAHMN, CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ELECTION AS PM PSI CHAPLAIN, JOE!! I
AM SO PROUD OF YOU! I LOVE
YOU 80 MUCH! LOVE, THE WaFE.
Little Sue, Congratulatlona on
going neophyte, your the best llitle
sis any brother could ever ask lorl
Love your a.B.TuTtto.
LuAnn, Don't deepen-, the aamaaler
la soon to near. Just think ol what
neat eemoeter brings. Activation
(hopelullyl and Florida! Gel Paychedl DZ Love, lams.
Lynn. Congrats on your TAL —PPP
Pinning to Pete, we're so excited1
Love, "Your Statera''

The
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

MALE STRIPPER
CHOICE OF COSTUME — FLAT
RATE — ANYTIME/ ANYWHERE
CALL 668-7312 M-F. 12:008:80
P.M . ASK FOR PHIL.
PHI MU PHI'S!
You el made my Saturday night very
spec*" We've proved to each other
that our differences w8 not aland tfl
the way ol being the best sisters
WE'RE NUMBER ONE!
LOVE ALWAYS Dane.

will be closed

November 22
through
November 28

MARTAY — I'm reedy to toee some
more weight tras weekend ao let's
have aoma tunll Love. Cethy
MCAT QMAT. LSAT. ORE daeeea
now accepting eraoamenla In Toledo
Aloo apecaal holiday compact
cksaeee Stanley H. Kaplan EducaUonal Career (419) 636-3701
Order veer 1»«2 Fatoan Marching
Bend Astern or Caaaatla NOWlll
CaB J72-88J1 ettor 7:00 pm i
charge M to yew Bureor ecoount
phi mu date party la coming december 4. 1*82' wr> you be mveed to
oo??
_^^_^_
PHI P9 QUOTE OF THE WEEK: "WE
CANT WATCH THOSE
MOVES! THEY'RE StCKII" PL
PHI FBI'S, THE BULL AND THE OLD
MrLL WILL LOCK HORNS AT THE
LOCK-IN ON FRIDAY. WE WILL
BEE WHO HAVE THE STOMACHS
TO WWII
PM TAUS. Thanks tor the tontaattc
time Hal week Hope al ol you have a
wonderful Thanksgiving You reaey
deaerve HI Love you. the Sailers ol

«mx»o—
PI KAPS Thanka lor the fun leal mghl
at the warm-up. You guys are a blaati
Love you aB. the Slater of Kappa
Data
Pledgee Christy 8 bandits you survived the oak). 1 bathroom, hard
floors, cranked boy 8 me. Thanx tor
tun 6 dean up Lotsa love. eunahM 6
An Cheer me.
Good tob to CM O Brando Swlhart
on your Inaohaeiieiil with the Athletic DeuaiuiisiiL Sand in a postcard tram CaUtomlal love, Your
Stetera.
RICH BIALOBR2ESKI. SORRY
ABOUT MISSPELLING YOUR NAME
ANY (HOT WOULD KNOW
Bl
ALOBRE2SKI" IS THE WRONG
SPELLING. GOOD LUCK AS NEW
SAE PLEDGE EDUCATOR -RICH
BtALOBRZESKI.
Scale Do you reeky expect us to
beeeve the sunesmp story? Your Sec
ond SI Roommates
SEND YOUR FRIENDS AN A D PI
BALLOON-A-ORAM. NOV. 2* DEC. 1. WISH THEM LUCK ON
FINALS.
Sharon. Happy 20th Blrihdeyl
Have a greet day, and an oven
better awsofcotid. Love you. Ore*.
SIGMA NU WHITE ROSES
Friday's Hayrtde was great We're
looking forward to another tantaatic
Friday nlghl THE BROTHERS
Joanie Zimmerman Happy 21 at Birth
day! Your specks! day la lawaty hare.
Its Hme to go and drink eome beer
Belore you take another drink. You
might want to stop and think. A bM ol
advice-pack your clothes, lor what's
m store, nobody knows!? Love. vol.
Tracy. aForrol
Sue, Corraratulaltons on going Neophyte Your the beet little Sis s Sig
Ep could ask tort Love. Your B.B.
Scott
Suaen Cooper.
Happy Birthday, get ready for Saturday night. I ami Love. Tim
To my 'Fun Fane". Lorl, Sherry,
Tlggar. Cethy I and Kim Whet a nice
surprise You guys are greet Thanks
lor the card Love. Cheryl.
To Vie man ol Sigma PN Epaaon: It's
been so long since we've had a tea.
but we know It wB be the best II can
be With you our evening is sure to be
fun, get psyched lor a tee that wB be
number one Love the A Chi O's
Treat youreerl lev the llotaaysl
With a centre* pa™ (880.80. reg.
(40) or a precision cut 188.00, reg.
810.) wtlh Mlnoy or Diaiwia.
RMIMn •» HBBT D#**flfi#f ■
Stadium Plaza 352-2107.

ChlOl
We love you! Your spirit * enthualaawi la greet Also. oeeanMe to
Jonnle Oreenoyke on being pledge
el the week- love, The AuUiee
WANT A LETTER FROM A
FAVORITE MOVIE STAR? HOW
ABOUT A C»t#3RATULATIONS
OR BsRTHOAY LETTER?
R.8.A. LETTER WWTWGSERVICE
AVAILABLE NOW!
W.8.A. JUST FOR FUN!
WFAL Aenaanoei Na player ol the
week. Man. 7:00-9 00 en the WFAL
Sports Teak Show. 880 am
WFAL ANNOUNCES ITS PLAYER
OF THE WEEK MONDAYS 7:00-9:00
ON TNE WFAL SPORTS TALK
SHOW 880 Aat
While Roee Pladgaa
Get reedy lor a BK) SURPRISE
THE BROTHERS
WILL YOU GET CAUGHT AT THE
SIGMA CHI TURKEY SHOOT
PARTY?
ZBTS - GET READY TO SOLVE
THE MYSTERY ON SATUROAY
NIGHT
KAPPA SIGMA CRUSH PARTY IS
TONIGHT ARE YOU GOING?
Congrelulettone to Kelly Altar en
being chosen sister ot the week. All
your dedication 8 hard work on
Pledge Board la very much epprecleted. Love. Your Cm O Slaters.
A D PI

For our annual
Physical Inventory
on main
Your ticket stub from the folio wing
events will entitle you to one order
of selected appetizers FREE
Maior Barbara
Festival Series Kooacker HM
UAO Sidedoor Entertainment - movie "Tape"
Pan-African Extravaganza
Fall Wind Ensemble 8 Concert Band
Movie "Lord ol the Fungs
Hockey vs Notre Dame
"A Lesson from Aloes"
Basketball vs California State
Movie "Hunchback ol Notre Dame"

HAPPY
THANKSGIVING

*

ZETA BETA TAU
1st ANNUAL
Mystery Date Party
November 20. 1982

Criminal A Chcri

Apathy A Ann

Needle A Kim

Poopsie A Mommie

Kevin & Julie

Tony A Mo

Bod A Sharon

Jeff A Karen

Smiles & Coops

Vince A Ottawa

Tom & Jerri

Tom A Amy

Cheap & Easy

Dave A MB.

Heliuhi A Kares

Zaves A Tre

Dicky & Jusiy

Wt HAPPILY SERVE 19 YR.

Speck A Tiny

Chip A Gina

TBA A Police Woman

OLDS. OFFER GOOD SEVEN DAYS A

Bun A Emie

WEEK. 104 S. MAIN ST. 354-1232

Fred A Ethel

Adam A Eve

Chessapeakc A Ohio

Offer Valid Only During

FEMALE ROOMMATE SPRRING
SEMESTER. FURNISHED APT.
CALL TERRI 384-2869.
M rmle tor Spr. Sam. Greet location, Haven House
Free gas!
Please call 352-1955.
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE WINTER SEMESTER. FURNISHED APTWILL HAVE OWN ROOM. CALL SSIMS*;
Rrntnte needed 8100'mo Near
campus 352-0586 or 372-2680.
RMTE NEEDED FOR SPRING SEM
2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS 885 per
mo. CALL 352-8364
1-2 male rmle needed lor 3 bdrm
turn house on 7th SI Own bdrm
S125 lull Cal days. 353-6751
and ask lor Gary or evening, 6692488
Beeebell Cords, paying cash tor
cards hem all years- Call 372-8880.
2 F fmtee needed for Spr. Sem E
Merry St across from Oftenhaoet
Baj apt. 2 bams, nice rmtea Cal Kim
or Deb 354 2114
F. Roommate tor Spring Semester. 2
Bam. from Campus. S100 rent 8
unities month Cal 354 1630
3 rmtea needed lor Spr Sem to
share 4 bdrm
hse w/2 others,
krimed opening aval 303 E. Merry
SI Close to campus. $100. mo 3541543
M ROOMMATE
S100/MO
CALL 362-7*17
2 F. rmte. needed to shave large,
torn . 2 bdrm apt Tasteful, decor In
shades ol red Make Ihia apt vibrant
6 cheerful Cal 352-8959 or 362
6860 to see thai charming apt
1 OR 2 F NEEDED TO SUBLET
UNFURN APT SPR SEM MEADOWVIEW COURT CALL 352-6842
WANTED 2 F Rmmte Spring Sem
8100 6 utBttos/mo 204 S Summit
362-6374.
2 Female Roommates needed Spring
Semester Close to Campus, 2nd and
High Cal Erica at 352-4062
2 F rmtea needed lor Spr. Sem
Apt very close to campus. 2 baths
Cal Karen or Lisa after 5pm. 352
3307

354-1998
1 or 2 Individuals to SUBLEASE apt
close to campus For Spring Semester' It aitetested eel 353-3065
1 or 2M RMMTES NEEDED FOR
SPR. SEM
NICE HOUSE. BIG
YARD CALL 352-4093
2 students needed for 5 bdrm
house. Spr Sem 319 P*e St

1-267-3341

SKI BOOTS FOR SALE- Nordica
mane sue * M S40 00. Cal Cindy
364-1947 eves, otter 8 00
Canon AE-1 Program 35mm tor sale
with 50mm 1.8 lane, brown oaee.
skysghl filter, atrap-S350 00 Excel
cono Cal Cindy 384-1047 eve*.
after 8 00
1980 Mustang 19.000 ml P S . rust
proofed, console. Excel, cond.
Asking 84200 352 9179
Technics SA 200 receiver. I yr. ok).
8100 00 Sony Direct Drive PS 212
turntable. 1 yr. ok), S110.00. CaB
Steve al 352-1859

Apartments lor Rent!
Leasing lor second semeetor 1 or 2
Bedroom apartments Furnashed and
unfurnished $190 or S 220/mo
362-2276 unU 6 352-0232 or
352 6992
Efficiency with separate bedroom
avwkabte imniadtalal,!! $150 mo m352-11B6
Spring semester rentals now available. One and two bedroom apartments
Convenient,
spacious
Meedowview Courts 352-1195
Towne-Houee Apts 1005 N Grove
SI Semester S225/mo plus gee *
alec Newly pemled i cleaned Good
parking 353-68*1.
You owe H to yourself to check out
Mid Am Manor 8 Charles Tower Apia.
cal 352-4380 Sun-Thura 10:302:30. 352-7361 Mon-Fri
5:008:00 pm
1 BDRM APT NEAR CAMPUS
NICE AREA AVAIL IMMED CALL
DAVC. 1-382-3110.
2 bdrm apt. • dose to campus subkwae Jan -Aug $320 mo m
dudea heel, cable, water, a laundry
ladWea Cal 352-1238 or 372
2601. aaklorEva
1 bdrm apt to sublet $185'mo el
uH. tod Cal 354-1480 kMe evemnga ol weekends
1 6 2 Bedroom Apts Available 3523841 11 00-3:00 pm or 354-1120
after 3:00 pm
Now renting 1 Bdrm FU apt* 2
bdrm F. gee heal tenants pay electric, laundry tacaWaa avaxebia Al
residents granted prtveage of a membership to the Cherrywood Health
Spa PREFERRED PROPERIES CO .
835 HIGH STREET RENTAL OFFCE. 352-9378
House for rent across from Rodgers
Dorm, gas heel, turn . tost remodeled 352 7366. Aval second Sem
Summer '63-'84 school year
Grad.
atudents. profassionela sMMng for 2nd semeetor housing?
Consider a tuty furnished studio. 1
bedroom furnished or unfumlahad
apartment m quiet landscaped aur'oundtogs lust 6 minutes from campus Located near two shopping
centers Spring semester rental applications are now being accepted. Cal
352-7246 or vastt Lamplight Court
Apartments. 995 South Mem Street.
2 bedroom turn apt Heel, water.
Cable TV paid , parking tot. laundry
facBtae. $285mo
One opening
now. also several Spring Semester
openings Cal 352 7182
Chernvfig older home converted into
a 2 bdrm apt aval 2nd sem tod
front 8 back porch large kitchen,
fcvmg a ekrang room and car port.
8275 plus utl Cal 352 6660
Forest Apartments
Ressonsble
rales John Newtove Reel Estate
354-22B0 or 362-6553
STUDENTS a FACULTY
We st* heve some nice apartments
avaaable Give us s cal lor al your
fxxasing needs NEWLOVE MANAOEMENT 336 S MMn 352-5620
WE HAVE A SELECT GROUP OF 1
AND 2 BORM UNITS AVAIL FOR
2ND SEMESTER FREE HEAT" AVAIL ON A FIRST COME BASIS Cal
Newtove Management 352-5620
Fum. 1 bdrm. apt. available now or
Spring Sem S215/mo Plus UtwOee
CAI 352 0852 after 8pm

HELP WANTED
Houseman; woman wanted lor campus sorority lor Spr Sem to do
kitchen work such as. washsig pans,
cleaning ovens, emptying garbage. In
return for meals-lunch a dinner. It
interested send resume to Box 30 by
Nov 23 Include campus lelerences

J

Scarlet A Grey

Noimal Kitchen Hours.

MCS apeakere. 100 Watte $350 or
beet ofler tor both Cal 3723270

FOR RENT

2 OR 1 RMTE (SI NEEDED FOR
SPR SEM 1 MIN WALK TO CAMPUS DISHWASHER 8 2 FULL
BATHS, COMPLETE
FURN
$125 MO CALL USA OR CINDI

I

FOR SALE

WANTED

2 F needed to sublet apt Spr Sam
Close to campus, quiet. 8495 Sem
uol kid Kitchen » bath 354-2145

Sat. Nov. 20, 1982
A race-runathon/walkathon
1 pm in front of the Union
Filled out sponsor sheet or Entry Fee of S3.00

PART TIME CHtLO CARE Wanted
Responsible dependable, loving person to cere tor ched In my home.
Heeded: Thure. 8 Fn 630-630.
Dec thru May For interview on
362-2192
Single person tor minor maintenance,
rve-m. low rent, no utfa . peja caah
Begin 2nd gemoatoi, experienced
only Cal eves at 352-6240.

It's Coming?

2 FE. ROOMATES TO SHARE 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT AT UNIVERSITY VILLAGE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. PLEASE CALL TRACY
AT 172-2*01.

Qtfn.nL 'fyi to Bid

1 8 Bison doaar oorp seeking sek
moOveled inoMdueJa Mgh income
BJOMVaaJ. 362-8343

OVERSEAS JOBS-Summerfyear
round. Europe. S. Amer . Australia.
Asia
All Fields. 8800-81200
monthly. Skghtaaetog. Free Into.
Write IX Box 52-043 Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625.

TVad of roommates? Entoy peace 8
quiet m our luly hjrreahed studio apt.
sign up now for 2nd semeetor of take
advantage ol our Fsl speoaas' Craving Cross Apts . 1017 S Mam SI .

352-0690
Houses 8 apts dose to campus lor
the 1*83-84 school year
1-287-3341 ■
1 a 2 bdrm apts
Convenient. epectoue-MeooYjwvtew
Courts
352-1195

mmmmm.!K:MS:W:55^:?£^
THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

go

' 1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate
ACROSS
1 Shrubby mini
5 Distributed
10 Yarn mop
14 "Evangeline."
for one
15 Musical
18 Facility
17 Agamst
18 Johnny's
"bailiwick i
20 Gets oil the
Amtrak
22 Collection ol
maps
23 Courts
24
avail
26 Pharmaceutical
necessity
28 Compensated
32 Playwright
Edward
33 John Paul
34 Place of storage
35 Campus in Delias
36 Aboard a sloop
3* Jet
40 Four years, eg
42 Exceeded 5S mph
43 Weapon for
Galahad
45 Large ships
47 Marks ol a pn Ml
48 Hardy lass
49 Fashion mega
zme publisher
olyore

50 Main artery
53 Pieces of
furniture
56 Actress Claire's
bailiwick"?
59 Pasternak heroine
60 Marathon
61 Ralph
Emerson
62 Dye source
63 Red and black
64 Architectural
piers
65 Best of Hollywood
DOWN
1 Mining nail
2 Top-drawer
3 "Bailiwick" ol oil
man Paul and his
family?
4 Realm ol the East
5 Make up one's
mind
6 Dale ol the West
7 Makes public
8 Officers Abbr
9 Philosopher
Tea
10 Geometrical
llgurea
11 Bemoan
12 Sleuth's dog
13 Rulers ol Tunis,
one*
19 Nickname lor a
family member

21 Where Van Gogh
palmed
24 Lukewarm
25 Old Welsh name,
"well-born one"
26 Lasagne
27 Lewis's Ganlry
26 Romeo and Juliet,
lor example
29 Bailiwick of
Walter Ellas
30 Put Into office
31 Loves loo well
33 Woodwinds
37 Sale sign
38 Showy blooms
41 Appropriate
words
44 Small spaces
48 Joinl
47 Some residences.
lor short
40 Famed name In
Israel
50 Dugout
51 Pearl Buck
character
52 Roll's
accompaniment
53 Early IndoEuropean
54 O Casey country
58 Laaenora'a
pertor
57 Fed group ol
1*38
SB Flaming
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Pizza

\
1

Court

5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Buy one pizza and get the
next smaller size FREE.
(Sorry, no delivery).
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Insight into the date-making process, role-reversal style. Page/3
Suggestions for the wine-buyer. Page/3
Supertramp gets a Heart in its soul. Page/6
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Women's Rugby
Women's rugby has taken off at EG, but the game amounts to the
same no matter who plays it. There's the hard playing, thepostgame
party, and the camaraderie.
Page/4
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When the party is BiYOB (BringYour Own Brush),
you find out who your friends are.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
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Wine: what whets the whistle
by Joanne Veto
Wine racks line the back walls.
Books with titles like "White Wines of
the World" and "Great Cheap Wines"
perch on a shelf above large wooden
baskets filled with bottles of Cabarnet
Sauvienon. A Bouchard Pere and Fils
blackboard announces "Today's Wine
Selection."
In Sam B's, wine is king and Scott
Sherk manages the castle.
Sherk first became intersted in
wine while biking across Europe in
1970. Not much of a drinker before his
trip, he got into the habit of having a
glass of wine with dinner.
He returned to Bowling Green is
1974 to begin his geography master's
program and discovered a direct correlation between geography and fine
wines.

The rest, as they say, is history.
Four sears ago, Sherk set up Sam B's
wineshop.
Scott Sherk is having "one of those
days." The fliers he is expecting have
not arrived. Catching his breath over
a cup of coffee, Sherk offers sound
advice for people who are interested
in wines.
"There is a lot of misnformation
about wines. Just because white
wines are in, doesn't mean you should
like them or should have to drink
them," he says. "When selecting a
wine, find one that you like, and it
doesn't have to be expensive."
Sherk recommends using a wine
consultant or meeting a local wine
merchant. These people ususally
have a solid background in wines and
are better able to help in the selection
of wines.

by its
Don't judge a- wine
appearance, either. An e
looking store may not be the best
place to shop for wine, according to
Sherk.

"You may not get better service
from a super faifcy shop. They may be
more interested in selling you expensive wine than in giving you the kind
of wine you want, he adds.
Sherk says he purchases about 45
percent of Sam B's wines from distributors in Northwest Ohio, mainly
Toledo and Lima. Distributors in Columbus and Cleveland represent another 35 percent.
"The rest come from here and
there, most directly from wineries in
Ohio," he says, adding Sam B's carries wines from all over.
Sam B's carries about 600 distinctively different wines, according to
Sherk. Canei and Riunite are the best
selling, he says. Prices range from
$1.99 to $100 a bottle.
Sherk says he introduced Canei to
Sam B's three years ago, and it has
been profitable since.
Wines like Canei and Riunite serve
as stepping stones to other wines,
Sherk says, calling them "pop
wines," because of their fruity, bubbly nature. These products introduce
people to wines, he adds.
People generaly move from pop
wines to a slightly less sweet German
wine and then try a light, fruity

French red wine, like a Beaugolais, essarily better. Price may not accuSherk explains.
rately reflect quality or taste. This is
part of tht misinformation problem
Sherk tries to find products that will centering around wines, he adds.
please two types of clientele; customers he calls "fine wine consumers"
This is especially true of American,
and the campus buyers. Originally, or domestic, wines. Sherk says people
campus sales were about 95 percent of have the misconception that wines
the total sales. Now they represent made in America are of a lower
about 50 percent, he says.
quality than Eupropean wines, smply
because they are priced lower. Most
"Normally, I'm looking for a cer- American wines are made in Califortain product, like a light, French wine nia, and accordng to Sherk, are as
for under $4," he says. "I flip through good as imported wines, but less
a catalog and find something I'd like expensive.
to try, order a few bottles and then
have people try it."
Sherk has suggestions for the novice wine drinker. The most important
If the wine passes the taste test, one is to talk to someone who knows
Sherk will order a few cases and see if wine, whether it be a wine merchant
it sells. This is a practice common to or a friend. Next, taste the wine.
"good wine merchants," he adds.
"Find a type you like and explore it,
Each wine has a customer and an narrow it down," he says. "There are
occasion. Sherk says it is his job to different vintages and different
match the right people with the right styles."
wine for the right company. As a rule,
he says he can recommend a bottle ot
Sherk recommends limiting the sewine for any occasion for under $6.
lection. "Don't try everything in the
Wines, especially sparkling wines field. It has't been possible to be a
(champagnes), are enjoying a growth Reannaisance man for the last 600
in popularity, but are not becoming years," he says.
more expensive, Sherk says. It is
Sherk compares enjoying good wine
possible to find a good bottle of chanmpagne at a reasonable price. Freix- to enjoying a symphony. You don't
enet, a Spanish champagne, is an have to udnerstand all the technical
ways instruments are made or know
example.
the composer's background to enjoy
"It has a very good quality and it is the performance. Wine, he says, is the
certainly a lot cheaper than French same:
champagne," Sherk adds. French
"Wine is meant to give pleasure,
champagne sells upward of $20.
He stresses that more isn't nec- not to be a pain in the butt.

The fine art of asking men out
by Joanne Veto and
Karen Sandstrom

Amber: I see. Got a hot one, huh?
Mildred: Is that slang for "do you
have a date?" Well, the answer to you
is not exactly.
"Mother always Amber: What exactly then?
Well, there's this young man
told me nice girls inMildred:
my English class, you see, and I
just KNOW he likes me cause he
don't call boys. "
always borrows my pencils.
Amber: Borrows pencils. Mildred, let
me give you a few fast facts. Maybe
Dateline: Bowling Green.
you should find out if he's interested
Two young, yet experienced, News in more than just pencils.
staff reporters are sent on assignment Mildred: Whatever do you mean?
to unearth the sinister mysteries of— Amber: Get with the program. This is
gasp!—the dateless Saturday night. the Eighties. Don't wait around wonWhat they discovered may frighten, dering whether he'll call. Why don't
indeed shock, you.
him?
Their travels took them to the Union you iust call
Oh, no! I could never do
where they discreetly made it their Mildred:
business to overhear the following that!
unadulterated conversation. Names Amber: Why not?
have been changed to protect the Mildred: Mother always told me nice
innocent.
girls don't call boys.
The characters in this saga are Amber: That might have been true
Amber, the attractive woman-on-the- once, but things are different now.
go, a spirited, energetic, confident, Nobody will think any less of you if
general personification of the Cosmo you call him.
■irl, and Mildred, the meek, whiney,
mousey woman-behind-the-times Mildred: Even so, I'd feel really silly
whose watchword for the Eighties is calling a boy.
Amber: But that's perfectly normal.
polyester.
The following conversation may Any time you do something you're not
have a profound impact on your life. used to doing, you feel a little uncomfortable. That's still NOT a good exRead on.
cuse for not calling him.
Amber: What are you doing this Mildred: You graphic arts majors are
so
liberal. Besiiiiiiiides, I wouldn't
weekend?
Mildred: Oh, mending my flannel know what to saaaaay. I always get
tongue-tied when I talk to boys and
nightie.
Amber: Mending... Get real, then I get nervous, my mouth gets
Mildred. Just because you're a home dry, my left eye starts to twitch, Iget
ec major doesn't mean your life has to hives on my neck... I'm just a
center around no wax floors and Sim- physical wreck.
plicity patterns. Why don't you come Amber: I feel for you, Mildred, I
really do, but if you just took a shot at
to Sam B's with me?
Mildred: Gee, I don't think I could do it, I m sure once you got started,
that, Amber. Frankly, I'm expecting everything would be O.K. Besides,
a phone call. Well, to be perfectly Jou're not asing him to marry you,
ust spend a little time with you.
honest, I'm HOPING for a phone call.

Mildred: But if he wanted to go out
with me, he'd ask me.
Amber: Not necessarily. He might
have a lot on his mind. Besides, that's
still no excuse.
Mildred: What if he says no?
Amber: So? It won't be the end of the
world. Mildred, despite your flannel
nightgown, you've got a lot going for
you. You're a woman of value, of
substance. Any guy would be lucky to
go out with you.
Mildred: But the girls in the Harler'n Romances never have to call
ir beaus.
Amber: This is NOT the "Love Boat."
This is reality, Mildred. I honestly
believe he'll be flattered to have you
ask him out.
Mildred: Sssnnhhhhhhhhh!!!!!!!!!
Here comes a MAN.
Amber: Oh no, it's just Butch.
Enter Butch, the embodiment of
everything male and macho, the
Sports Writer.
Butch: Hi Amber. What's shaking
babe? Catch the game last night?
Amber: Game? What game? That's
not important. Butch. We've got a
really pressing matter here.
Butch: What's up? Spill it, ladies.
Mildred: Nothing! Nothing! NO
PROBLEM! Everything's just okey
dokey.
Amber: Butch, meet Mildred. She's in
desperate need of a male opinion.
How would you feel if someone asked
you out on a date?
Butch: Hell! I'd be flattered.
Mildred: You wouldn't think she was
kind of a loosey goosey?
Butch: Ahem. Not really. I might be a
little surprised but I wouldVt think
too much of it. A lot would depend if I
knew her or not. If I didn't know her at
all, I probably wouldn't go. But, if I at
least knew who she was, I'd give it a
shot Dating is a good way to get to
know somebody.

Amber: Would you mind if she drove?
Butch: Hey, have you ever seen my
car? It's a matter of safety. If she said
she'd pick me up, I'd say 'fine.'
Amber: Well, would it matter where
Sou went?
utch: I'd probably be more comfortable just going for a few beers.
Mildred: What about going out to
dinner? Oh, Uh... I didn't mean with
me...
Amber: Get a grip, Mildred. Butch,
what kinds of things would you like to
do?
Butch: Well, does she play hockey?
Or maybe she'd like to snoot some
hoops.
Amber: Be serious, Butch.
Butch: O.K. It's a little more comfortable when you go out for a few beers,
you know? You don't have to worry
about things getting stuck in your
teeth. No one luces to talk about things
like that, but you KNOW they happen!
Amber: Spare us, Butch. So, it really
wouldn't bother you then if a girl
asked you out?
Butch: Heck no! She'll find out what
it's like for guys... take a couple
days, get your nerve up, drink a few
beers, wait for the right moment, then
you sweat it out...
Mildred: Now I'm REALLY nervous.
I don't drink beer!
Amber: That's not exactly the point,
Mildred.
Butch: Yeah. It's like this, Millie. The
thing is, if you want to go out with
someone you shouldn't always wait
for them to ask. Guys like to be asked
out, too. After-all, we're only human.
Although having a man does not
(contrary to popular belief) solve all
life's problems. Amber's advice is
probably well taken. After all, you
could waste a lot of time wondering. ...
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UGBY
The locker room is a patch of grass
in front of the bleachers while the prematch meal was carefully housed in
the trunk of a beat-up green Impala—
a keg of Bowling Green's favorite
"Old Milwaukee. But that was just
fine for the 23 members of BG's
women's rugby team.

Both teams went out to the middle of the field and
lined up along the mid field stripe, though this time it
wasn't for handshakes as a tribute to the still
striking NFL players. It was a check for unnecessary
jewelry, long nails and cleats.
Story by Tom Hisek
Photos by AI Fuchs

given his whistle and told to start the
proceedings.
Both teams went out to the middle
of the field and lined up along the
midfield stripe, though this time it
wasn't for handshakes as a tribute to
the still striking NFL Players. It was
a check for unnecessary jewelry, long
nails and cleats.
The women on the Falcon's rugby
Finding everyone in satisfactory
squad were in high spirits on Parent's
Day Saturday. They were excited attire, the referee then came running
about hosting Ohio State in a match at to the sidelines asking the handful of
College Park Field that was to begin spectators for a coin to toss, deterat noon, but there was even a bigger mining which team would receive the
surprise—the Buckeye's squad had kick-off.
actually shown up.
The match had finally begun, 45
"We're 2-4 on the year," captain minutes after its scheduled start, but
Dinee Brown said, "but we're glad to the adrenalin was still flowing in the
see that they (OSU) showed up. We Falcon players as they gave a rewould have played a few more sounding pre-game cheer before the
matches this year, but a few times the kick-off. The cheer was a rabblerouser itself, however a few choice
other teams didn't show up."
The wind on this frigid Saturday expletives keep it from being reafternoon had kept most of the specta- printed in these pages.
tors huddled in the 10 cars that surThe adrenalin had to have been
rounded the field. But there were a
few diehards who had braved BG's flowing; three of BG's players would
infamous "wind tunnel" to sit in the play the match in shorts on a day that
rickety stands, hidden beneath chilled the bones of even the heartiest
souls.
mounds of blankets.
Action in the match was as rugged
Players were scattered around the
field at 12:10, because the match as any other sport. The hitting was
hard
and furious, though in the end it
would not start for another 35 minutes
to give the visiting Bucks a chance to came down to a scoreless tie.
warm-up. A few of the BG players
But, sometimes the matches almost
were out on the field passing the ball
around, while others stood or sat in seem to be of secondary importance.
Unlike other sports, it is the
the stands, discussing stategy.
friendships and just plain good times
"No one on the team play ed (rugby) that attract players and fans to rugby.
before they came here," Brown said. Opposing players have a sense of
"We got some from orientation and a respect and camaraderie not often
few ot the people were recruited from seen anywhere else.
the bars.
"It's fun to play," Renee Brown
"A lot of the girls didn't know a said. "People are so nice and it's a
thing about the game, before they real relaxed atmsophere. It's mandaSiyed in their first match," she con- tory that the home team has a party
ued. "You just have to love the after the game. There are three
game. The best place to learn is by halves to every rugby game-the two
playing other people."
halves and the party afterwards."
As the start of the match neared,
Rugby just wouldn't be the same if
several of the players began looking it were structured and regulated like
for the referee who had been quietly other sports, and most of the players
standing near the open Impala's would agree. The spectators had been
trunk.
few; the match a little sloppy; and the
"I've never even refereed a rugby weather a little cold, but everyone
match before," the unidentified "hon- had done what they wanted to doorary game official" said as he was have a little fun.
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(far/nx p«je> Looking for a teammate, a Detroit rugger pitches the ball out of a
scrum, (top) Diana Brown, captain of the women's rugby team, cuts up field
between two opposing players, (left) A loose ball sails out of the reach of both
teams. (above)Diana Brown eludes two Detroit ruggers.
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For The Best Food Found Travel Eastbound

SUNDAY

Supertramp:
11
i
i
§

NOON BUFFET 1
1
II a.m. *tll exhausted
Includes: Meat Shells, Cheese Shells,
Cannelloni Florentine, Manicotti,
Spaghetti, Ravioli, Small Salad,
3 pieces of Garlic Bread. Choices
vary from week to week.
Children Under
12olHal«Pric«

$500

Pagliai's
440 E. Court

EAST

Vi Prlc«
For Children

1
1
1
1
1

I1
I1

Ph. 352-1596 ,
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Sound still works
by Teddy Goodwin

Out for less than a month, Supertramp's latest
release "...famous last words..." has all toe
makings of a top-selling album. The typical
Supertramp sound and style is still prominent
and the five-member band puts all of its talents
together (and even a few outside talents) for an
enjoyable album.
TV album's first cut, "Crazy", opens with the
line "Here's a little song to make you feel good."
"Here's a little album to make you feel good," is
more fitting.
"Put on Your Brown Shoes,"combines harmonica and saxaphone, and the song's basic beat
makes you feel as if you should be either singing
or clapping along. Vocalists Ann and Nancy
Wilson (Heart) do back-ups for the song and
contribute their talents once more to "C*eat le
Bon" on side one.
"It's Raining Again" looks like single
material, as the band uses that familiar Supertramp piano, saxaphone, and voice that earned
popularity on the Breakfast in America album.
The album's second side proves to be more
mellow than the first, using little or no percussion what-so-ever. Still, this makes the album far
from boring.
"...famous last words..." rates not only as a
good album for the typically young Supertramp
fan, but also as an album with appeal to the notso-young music fan. As I played the album over
and over again, I was surprised to hear my
father, a die-hard Glenn Miller fan, proclaim: "
That's not too bad of an album, even if you DO
turn it up too loud."
I couldn't agree more.

WE ARE NOW IN OUR

NEW LOCATION
168-174 S. MAIN ST.

Smiths

HALLMARK AND OFFICE SUPPLY
Complete new line of Art Supplies

M A.I OH
HA IIIUIIA
by Bernard Snow
November 11-13, 17

NFL FOOTBALL
IS BACK
See Your Favorite Pro Teams
on our Large Screen T.V.

BEER SPECIALS

Sunday open at 12:30
Monday open at 5:00

MILTON'S,0£S£
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Group is entertaining company

The Entertainment fairly well. I thought. little details we
Company started last For one rehearsal, we hadn't taken care of
appeared," MolaJust eight singers Spring when Jenkins didn't do too bad.
"Coming back in dowsky said.
and three musicians and Kellogg were
The group uses an
trying to make a go of asked to perform at the car I guraed to
it. Sounds a little like their high school. Pat and said, 'you agent, Marek Mola"Fame"? It's really a They banded six peo- know, we really have dowsky. He created a
campus musical ple for the perfor- a nice sound. Why not file that includes the
put a group to- group's reportoire
group, The Entertain- mance.
f;ether?' It was iust and photos of their
ment Company.
performances that he
"It started out as Dgical," he added.
The group per- two people and then
The group has its circulates to potential
formed at Homecom- they said, 'let's just share of problems in- employers.
ing champagne ask some other peo- cluding lack of pracThe Entertainment
brunch and opened ple.' So we sort of got tice room, people who Company has not yet
for Susan Anton on together and we went take them seriously set a fee for their 20parents' weekends. down," Hinger said. and a director.
minute perfor''We've got lots of
"We didn't realize mances, Hinger said.
people with different
how much a director He added that he has
talents," saidgroup "We had one re- meant until we got off been paid $75 in the
member Steve hearsal and we did on our own and all the past.
Hinger.
The Company put
together "Entertain\
ment Through the
Years," a show that (
includes songs from
the 1920s through 70s,
according to Pat McCarty, musical direcone of the largest Pet Shops in Ohio
tor.
10 GALLON TANKS o my 4.99
"You can't really
10% off all Tropical Fish Purchases
call it a song and
dance group. It's
25% off all fish bowls
really an entertain10% off all Tank Accessories
ment ensemble,"
of 10 gallon tank with purchase
Hinger said. "We use
1011 S. Main
song and dance
Return this coupon to receive discounts
mainly, but at times \ 352-8459
we use dialogue."
by Mary Jo McVay

THE HUTCH
PET SHOP

Everyone's not
caught up with the
money aspect,"
Hinger said. McCarty
added that the group
wants "to have fun,
do good and entertain
people."

"I think we worn
really well together
not only as a singing
group but as friends,
Garland said. "I
think that's really important."

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

Sunday Brunch Buffet
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
includes:
eggs
bacon
quiche
sausage
muffins
assorted fruits
hash browns
Salad bar
all you can eat
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354-1232

104 S. Main
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Everyone is &
Home
Meet Your
Friends

E. 21st. & Euclid
Across from C.S.U

781-6784

Cleveland's Total Entertainment Center

THANKSGIVING
BREAK
Cleveland
WEDNESDAY NIGHT

™EE WITH COLLEGE

BUFF'THCHOOTERS

Is GRADUATION REALLY

THANKSGIVING NIGHT!

WHATWLL

YOU HAVE 10 SEE THEM 10 BELIEVE THEM!

GIVE THANKS WITH THE FAMILY DURING THE DAY...
THEN CELEBRATE AT NIGHT WITH

THAT FAR OFF?

YOUDOWtlH
YOUR DIPLOMA?
Perhaps the hardest job to get ll your fust
rrnk-ssu.n.il p,.Mtion. LONO BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE, yuu should be working hi devdop ^H.r |oh Kirch sk.lk START NOW.
.ind yet .ill the help ytni e.in.

$1.00 WITH
COLLEGE ID

SATURDAY NIGHT

Come See What's Been Built For You"

KBH 6t Associates presents:
"Getting the Job You Want: How to Succeed
in Today's Employment Market," .in intensive workshop designed especial I \ li« gr.tduating students and pervns ready to enter the
ptolessional workforce. Topics include principles ol successful job hunting, specific interviewing techniques and much more. The cost
is nuHierate.
Don't he lett holding the bn>om. In today's
employment market, there il competition lor
every opening. The hest positions are won h\
the people who know how to get hired.

Date: Monday. 1 Yeemher o. IW2
Place: Campus Room. Ird Floor. Umvcrsny
Union
Time: 6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Registration is limited. For more information.
iuilu4Lvi(M4)H46-fr51lor*4'ixlc.«ip..nSvwA'
Clip and mail as KBH & Associates
5318 North High Street
Suite 29
Gdumhus. Ohio 4 M 14
Sign me up'
Sign up my friends, too. Names, addresses
are attached.
Please send more information.

Local Addiev,
T*l«phor»: (

).

KBH&Asscciates
Practical Advice lor Ihe Job Seeker

BG News
{/[Jill ^htelp to dSrianten UJour C^hridtmad
^3i
mad ^Jjeadon

LOOK FOR THE SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS EDITION TABLOID
FRIDAY DECEMBER 3
0u5i in time to kelp uou plan
Ian uour (^.hridt*ma A
AhoppLna
\no&nina ana
and celebrati
celeoratina

Advertising Deadline: Wed., December 1, 4 p.m.
rv^^^w TT^t^" r^^mr

Also. . .
Wish your friends a
Merry Christmas with a
special message Fri.,
December 10
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